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Technology Complexity
Technology has become so complex that it is not well represented by "rules".
Design / Technology interface information bandwidth needs are skyrocketing! Expressing complex nonlinear realities via rules is becoming difficult. Why Added Complexity?
Semiconductor manufacturing is getting harder as scaling starts to fail.
Performance gain per technology generation is reducing. Gain coming from non-scaling-related innovations, Cu, SOI, Stress, etc… Technology R&D has become so expensive that few companies can afford to do it alone.
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We talk a lot about technology qualification, yield ramping, and yield learning.
These are the basic metrics of technology maturity and profit making ability.
We need to have a conversations about "accuracy ramping"!
We need just as much attention on modeling fidelity to insure continued success. Useful to assess overall health of process, but result is unique to RO structure.
i.e. generality poor. Aside: Device Modeling
Caught between the need to provide nominal and statistical accuracy.
Nominal accuracy: ever more complex models with many fitting parameters and difficult-toextract inter-dependencies.
Can you spell BSIM?
Statistical accuracy: simple models that exhibit a physically significant and predictive correlation structure. 
Table 77a
Low frequency line width roughness (3 sigma) (nm)
Table 78a
Gate CD control (3 sigma) (nm) 3.3 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 Overlay (3 sigma) (nm) Take Away Messages
Technology predictability is suffering as new complexity is added to stay on historic scaling trend.
Predictability impacts yield and profitability.
Efficient technology characterization is key to understanding variability & improving predictability.
The ability to understand systematic variability enables design margin reduction.
Variability trends imply a continuing increase.
Which can lead to a different type of impact -linking parametric and catastrophic failures.
